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country where he serves—its conditions, its mentality, its actions, and
its underlying motives—and to explain these things clearly to his
own Government. And then, contrariwise, he seeks means of making
known to the Government and the people of the country to which
he is accredited the purposes and hopes and desires of his native
land. He is an agent of mutual adjustment between the ideas and
forces upon which nations act. International friction, indeed, is
often based not so much on radical disagreement as on nebulous
misunderstanding and doubt. How little of all this can be done by
the written word without oral discussion is patent to anyone in our
profession. I remember saying at the welcoming dinner which this
society was good enough to tender to my wife and myself on our
arrival in Japan six and a half years ago that sometimes our language
—indeed, all spoken and written languages—seems thin and super-
ficial. We have to depend in such cases on a sort of X-ray language
which vibrates underneath the surface and is often more effective
than anything we can write or say. That comes, and comes only,
from personal contacts.
Thus, in effect, an ambassador's potentialities for creating harm
and danger through misinterpretation are tremendous ; his oppor-
tunities for constructive good are absolutely incalculable.
AN ITALIAN INFORMANT FORESEES JAPAN'S
NAVAL -CHALLENGE
November 27, 1938
In strictest secrecy, I was informed yesterday by a prominent
member of the Italian Embassy who is in close and cordial personal
relations with me, that the Japanese Navy had definitely decided to
declare war, presumably in the near future, as the first step towards
war with Soviet Russia.
My informant emphasized his opinion that he <c wouldn't give a
nickel for Hong Kong." His explanation is that the Navy feels
it has been merely a beast of burden for the Army, which has had
all the glory since 1931 ; it is becoming restive in this role and has
decided to take advantage of the present war pitch of the nation
to remove Japan's opponents in East Asia and so complete her
absolute domination in this sphere. England, as a result of the
lag in her armament programme during the past fifteen years, is
helpless, it is felt. The only fear which has so far deferred the Navy
is what the United States fleet might do, but this has been removed
within the last week since it is evident that the United States is
determined at any cost not to become involved in the Far East.
Although my informant is perhaps prone to exaggeration, the
assumption may be made that he is in a position favourable to access
to information the sources of which are not available to others. My
opinion is that he may reflect the wishful thmking of the younger
officen.

